[Studies on the conformational state of the chromophore group (11-cis-retinal) in rhodopsin by computer molecular simulation methods].
Based on computer simulation methods, the molecular dynamics of the rhodopsin chromophore group (11-cis-retinal) has been analyzed. The molecular dynamics has been traced within a 3-ns time interval; thereby 3 x 10(6) discrete conformational states of opsin and rhodopsin were compared and analyzed. It was shown that, within a short time of about 0.3-0.4 ns from the start of simulation, the retinal beta-ionone ring becomes twisted around the C6-C7 bond by approximately 60 degrees compared with that of the initial configuration. The influence of retinal conformation on the positions of the maximum of the absorption band of rhodopsin at the conformational states of t=0 and t=3 ns were estimated using the ab initio methods. The results indicated that the absorption maximum for the final (3-ns) state is shifted by 10 nm toward the long wavelength region compared with the initial state. This suggests that the rhodopsin molecule with its twisted chromophore will possess a considerably lower activation energy than the rhodopsin molecule where the beta-ionone ring is in a planar orientation to the retinal polyene chain.